The NOAA Climate Prediction Center
African Rainfall Estimation Algorithm
Version 2 .0
Beginning January 1, 2 001, the A frican Rainfall E stimation Algo rithm Versio n 2 (RFE 2.0) was m oved to
operation al status, replacin g the previo us algorithm (R FE 1.0) (Herma n et.al. 1997 ), used from June 1, 19 95 to
December 31, 2000. The merging technique, the backbone of RFE 2.0, has been shown to significantly reduce bias
and rand om error compar ed to individ ual precipita tion data sou rces, thus increa sing the accur acy of the rainfall
estimates (X ie and Ark in, 1996) . Due to mo dernization of data sour ces and p rogramm ing technique s, RFE 2 .0
exhibits many improvements over its predecessor. Along with improved accuracy, increased speed and convenient
portability ma ke RFE 2.0 a muc h better meth od to estima te daily precip itation over A frica, although o rographic
rainfall effects are no t incorpora ted. The c ore prog rams exec ute in appro ximately 8 min utes on a stand ard Linux P C.
RFE 1.0 required a workstation and almost 6 hours to complete. Following are some essential facts about RFE 2.0.
Input data used for operational rainfall estimates are from 4 sources; 1) Daily GTS rain gauge data for up to 1000
stations 2) AM SU micr owave sate llite precipitation estimates up to 4 times per d ay 3) SSM /I satellite rainfall
estimates up to 4 times per day 4) GPI cloud-top IR temperature precipitation estimates on a half-hour basis. The
three satellite estima tes are first com bined linear ly using prede termined w eighting coefficie nts, then are me rged with
station data to determine the final African rainfall. Daily binary and graphical output files are produced at
approx imately 3pm EST w ith a resolution o f 0.1° and spatial extent from 40°S-40°N and 20°W-55°E. Additional
data sets of 10 -day, monthly, a nd season al rainfall totals are c reated by a ccumulating daily data. Sev en other da ily
binary output fields are produced using various combinations of input data, but these are not considered operational
and will be discussed later. Resources needed for the algorithm to function include the four data source files, the
Linux ope rating system, 64 MB R AM, m inimum 3G B hard d isk space, an d a Fortra n 77 or 9 0 comp iler. By defau lt,
each outp ut field is created in GrAD S format, so the GrAD S graphics package will allow for easy im age creatio n.
Inputs to RF E 2.0 will be discussed in so mewhat m ore detail ne xt.
RFE 2.0 uses four types of input data, including three satellite sources, to create the final rainfall estimates. Special
Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM /I) rain rate estimation data is available up to four times per day depending on the
geographical location, as governed by ascending and descending Defense Meteorological Satellite Program polar
satellite tracks. The NOAA SS M/I rainfall algorithm uses the 85V GH z channel to detect the scattering of upwelling
radiation b y precipitation sized ice pa rticles within the clo ud layer (Fe rraro and Marks, 1 995); (Fe rraro et.al., 19 96).
Returned scattering patterns are compared against previously derived rainfall amounts, and instantaneous rain rates
are determined with a horizontal resolution of 0.25°. High emissivity of land surfaces necessitates the use of
scattering techniques versus emissions, and although they are generally less accurate, this high frequency approach
increases the spatial resolution. Since water surfaces have a relatively low emissivity, emission algorithms using
lower frequency waves are used over the ocean as long as insignificant scattering is detected. The instrument
measures the brightness temperature increases due to the presence of liquid precipitation. As of June 2001, AMSUB data will be input to RFE 2.0, replacing older AMSU-A precipitation estimates. Like SSM/I, AMSU-A rain rates
were based on a scattering algorithm over land and an emission algorithm over ocean (Zhao et. al., 2000). Over
land, rain rates were deter mined from measuring b rightness temp erature differe nces due to ice concen tration, while
over the ocean, the measurement of cloud liquid water determined the rain rate. The rain rate retrieval process used
for AMSU-B is very similar to that used with the SSM/I instrument, and produces double the spatial and temporal
resolution of its AMSU-A predecessor. Half-hourly GOES Precipitation Index (GPI) rainfall amounts are derived
from Meteosat IR cloud top temperatures and input into RFE 2.0. Empirical methods have determined that cloud top
temperatures less than 235K in the tropics are generally expected to produce stratiform rainfall at the rate of
1.5mm/half hour (Arkin and Meisner, 1987). Thus, all IR segments are combined by explicit time integration and
total daily GPI rainfall is input into RFE 2.0 with a resolution of 4km. Finally, Global Telecommunications Station
(GTS ) precipitatio n data is input to the algorithm in a final step in ob taining the daily R FE values . Up to
approx imately 100 0 stations are a vailable for the African con tinent on any give n day, althoug h the numb er used is
usually less than 500 due to poor station maintenance or erroneous data. The need for satellite-estimated
precipitatio n arises from this n on-depe ndable, p oorly spatially d istributed rainfa ll data.

The data input and conversion process is the first step in the RFE 2.0 algorithm. SSM/I and GTS data require the
least manipu lation to prep are for input, a s the data set is ava ilable in a binar y format that can be directly red uced to
an Africa grid and assimilated. HDF formatted global AMSU precipitation data is ftp’d to the working site and then
converted to binary form at via Fortran scripts. This p rocess is quic k and imm ensely reduc es the file size so tha t data
may be ma de availab le to outside u sers at their requ est. Half-hourly M eteosat IR d ata must be c ut to an Africa g rid
and areas of cloud-top temperature below 235K determined before data is input to RFE 2.0. This process of
determining ‘temperature counts’ is the most time consuming of the entire algorithm design, taking more than an
hour to co mplete, altho ugh most time is spent cop ying files to the wor king machin e. All input data sets are finally
used to pro duce distinc t individual da ta with resolution s of 5.0°, 2.5°, 1.0°, 0.5°, 0.25°, and 0.1 °. It should be
mentioned that all inputs in their original resolution are archived to CD for later use. After each data set is prepared
for incorporation to RF E 2.0, the merging pro cess begins.
The two -step merging process is the essence of R FE 2.0, a s it is here that all inputs a re comb ined and ra infall
estimates are produced. Merging is needed due to the fact that separately, each input source is incomplete in spatial
coverage and conta ins non-negligib le random error and systematic bias. A s will be shown later, the metho d used to
combine data improves these aspects significantly. The first step involved in the merging process is to reduce
random error of the satellite precipitation estimates. This is done by linearly combining GPI, SSM/I, and AMSU
data throug h a maximu m likelihood estimation me thod. Using the equation :

where W i = weighting co fficient, F2 = random error

weighting coefficients for each satellite data type are calculated from their random errors which are determined by
comparing the estimated precipitation to actual rain gauge values on a daily basis. It can be seen that each weighting
coefficient is inversely proportional to the random error of the corresponding satellite method, thus giving
increasingly accurate estimations greater leverage. After weighting coefficients are determined, the rainfall estimates
are combined to produce a precipitation estimate with reduced random error:

where Si = individua l satellite rainfall estimate

Precipitatio n estimates are calculated fo r grid resolutio ns of 5.0 °, 2.5°, 1.0°, 0.5°, 0.25°, and 0.1 ° from input d ata sets
created ea rlier.
The second step of the merging process compares the satellite-estimated precipitation in step one with GTS rain gauge
data to remove as much bias as possible. For a complete explanation of this process, refer to Xie and Arkin, 1996. In
short, the shape of the precipitation is given by the combined satellite estimates, while the magnitude is inferred from
GTS station data. Im mediately surr ounding a GTS station, the final pre cipitation estim ates retain the statio n’s rain
gauge value, while as distance from a station increases, rainfall estimates rely more heavily on satellite precipitation.
Cross valid ation of the R FE 2.0 ra infall estimates was performe d for the pe riod from D ecembe r 1-30, 19 99, prior to
the algorithm becoming operational. The merging process was performed ten times, removing 10% of the GTS
stations for each run, until all stations had been removed exactly once. Each processing of the data used the
remaining 90% of the GTS stations as inputs, and precipitation estimates were created. The rainfall estimates were
then compared each time to the station recorded precipitation values that were removed. Statistics were generated
upon completion of all processes and the results are shown in table 1.

Data

Bias (mm/day)

GPI o nly

Correlation

2.26

0.345

SSM /I only

-0.24

0.321

AMS U-A only

-0.15

0.095

GTS +GP I+SSM /I+AM SU-A

-0.15

0.501

GTS+GPI

-0.04

0.467

Table 1 : Output Bias and Correlation of Various Input Data Combinations
GTS, GPI, SSM/I, and AMSU-A data are considered the operational inputs of the RFE 2.0 algorithm. It can be seen
that this set of inputs p roduces th e highest corr elation betwe en estimated precipitation and actual sta tion rainfall
amounts, with a relatively small b ias. Using G TS and GPI inp ut data pro duced sim ilar results, althoug h a slightly
lower corr elation was o btained. D ue to this adeq uate accura cy and the av ailability of data, a c limatology is cu rrently
being crea ted from 1 982-curr ent that uses these two inputs. Fo r the opera tional prod uct, the introdu ction of AM SU-B
microwave precipitation estimates will likely improve the output accuracy further, but tests have not been completed
to determin e the overa ll improvem ent.
As mentioned earlier, there are a total of eight outputs produced by RFE 2.0, although only one is considered
operational. Other outputs include combined GTS rainfall data, a GTS sampling distribution, as well as merged and
unmerged precipitation estimates using various data sets. One output uses the same input data as the operational
product, but adds six-hourly Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) precipitation estimates to produce the final
rainfall estimate. O nly GTS and GP I rainfall data are used for the fina l set of outputs, an d table 1 sho ws reasona ble
accuracy for these results. Due to excellent availability of input data along with low bias and relatively high
correlation of estimated results, the merged output of these input data sets are used for an African rainfall climatology
that is currently being created.
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